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Hawaii The price good people pay for
their apathy and indifference to public
affairs is that they are ruled by evil men
Andrew Carnegie. Most people think
of him as a robber baron, an example of
Ainokea
everything wrong with the free enterprise
system. That view is incorrect. Andrew
Carnegie didn't believe in free enterprise.
He believed in monopoly capitalism
which allows those of great wealth to use
government to exploit others. Andrew
Carnegie was a socialist, but the socialism he envisioned created a ruling class.
After selling U.S. Steel [Carnegie Steel,
which he sold to J.P. Morgan U.S. Steel],
he funded several foundations with
instructions that their grant-making
power was to be used to transform society and promote world government.
Defendant Obama is named as
Why did Andrew Carnegie support
those goals? Because he recognized that "de facto president of the United States."
socialism is a sincere, benevolent, idealistic theory, but it doesn't work without force. Under socialism the government
takes from each according to their ability and gives to others according to their
need. Everyone is controlled by the government; the government is controlled by
politicians, and politicians are bought and sold by wealthy men and corporations.
That is why Andrew Carnegie, and other men of great wealth, favor socialism.
Why WAR? Politicians responsible for creating, and then prolonging, World
War I wanted a long and bloody conflict, because they realized that countries
would never relinquish their national sovereignty unless they suffered endless war,
and World War I convinced most people that war was futile. Over twenty million
people perished in that senseless carnage. Repeated efforts to end the conflict were
blocked, and when the war was finally ended, most people and most nations were
ready to cede their sovereignty to the League of Nations.
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. 1993: Let us not kid ourselves that we can have a new
world order without paying for it in blood as well as in money.
Both Winston Churchill and Harry Truman were dedicated to world government. Harry Truman's presidency. First, he signed the
United Nations Charter, knowing full well that the U.N. was designed to
become the government of the world. Then he ceded control of Eastern Europe and
China to the communists, and when the public began to question why he had
betrayed hundreds of millions of people to a life of slavery, he plunged us into a
no-win war in Asia. Then, when General MacArthur told a congressman that he
wasn't allowed to win the Korean War, President Truman relieved him of his command. If you study that era, you will discover that General Lin Piao, the communist leader who commanded the Chinese army that attacked our soldiers in North
Korea, knew there was a secret agreement that precluded us from winning the
Korean War. General Lin Piao wrote: I would never have made the attack and
risked my men and military reputation if I had not been assured that Washington
would restrain General MacArthur from taking adequate retaliatory measures
against my lines of supply and communication. Clearly, President Harry Truman
betrayed the Nationalist Chinese and brought Chairman Mao to power.
The past two centuries have been the most violent period in recorded history.
Who is responsible for the terrible wars and bloody revolutions that have plagued
the world, and why?
Review history, and the the names of most of the men now deceased who have
tried to force One World Governmnt against free and sovereign Peoples are well
known: Nimrod, Nebuchadnezzar, Genghis Khan, Alexander the Great, Julius
Caesar, Napoleon, Hitler, Lenin, Stalin, and Chairman Mao. Now add Cecil
Rhodes acquired the major gold and diamond mines of southern Africa and used
his wealth to pursue his dream.
In 1891, Rhodes established a secret society. When he realized that he wouldn't live to see his vision fulfilled, he left his vast fortune to the Rhodes Trust to fund
his secret society and the Rhodes Scholarship Fund
During the past century over forty-six hundred young men have been sent to
Oxford University where they were indoctrinated in socialism and world government. President Bill Clinton, General Wesley Clark, Strobe Talbot, Senator Bill
Bradley, and thousands of other prominent men are Rhodes Scholars. They work
in government offices, in international banks, on the boards of corporations, in taxexempt foundations, in the Supreme Court, in the media, in our universities, in the
United Nations Association, and in the Council on Foreign Relations. At Oxford
they became part of an elite group that was dedicated to changing the world. That
is why Cecil Rhodes' spirit still quickens and controls, and why his influence still
casts a dark shadow over our nation. Clinton, Bush, and the Usurper Barack
Hussein Obama.
Today, We The People, natural born United States Citizens National, are confused like Pavlovs dogs, overwhelmed by multiple stimulation. We are threatened
by terrorism, biological warfare, environmental catastrophe, global warming, acid
rain, water shortages, nuclear attack, aliens from outer space, genetically altered
foods, Y2K, new diseases, an imploding social system, rising crime, moral decay,
a failing educational system, and dozens of other real or imagined dangers, 9/11.

Tomorrow
Marks 10-yrs War!
Tomorrow, October 7, Thursday marks the 10th year of the United States
involvement in Afghanistan. More than 1,300 US soldiers have already been
killed, and 2010 is already the deadliest year of the war with nearly 400 American
service men and women killed in action.
Operation Dragon Strike is the most important battle so far. AT least 8,000 US
soldiers are involved in this massive new offensive. The aim is to strike right at
the heart of Taliban terrorist -- Kandahar.
America's most important ally is Pakistan. But that alliance has been fraying
since the US stepped up air attacks against insurgents in the border region.
"It's a cliche to say there's no military solution," said Michael O'Hanlon of
Brookings Institute. "But it's also accepted among strategists that we need some
military momentum to make negotiations really possible."
The Wall Street Journal reports members of Pakistan's spy agency are pressing Taliban field commanders to fight. And a new report from the White House
slams Islamabad for not cracking down on militants that hit US targets in
Afghanistan, and flee back to safety across the border.
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High Cost of Cheap Phone Service:
Sandwich Isles Comms got $13,000 each,
benefits political insiders, as usual !
Why not give free Cell Phones instead?
Sandwich Isles Communications Inc. was created in 1995 to provide rural
telephone service for Native Hawaiians living on Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands (DHHL) property.
Honolulu Advertiser staff writer Rick Daysog wrote on June 16, 2009 that
the federal government pays Sandwich Isles about $13,000 per customer for providing phone service and that Sandwich Isles made an offer of $400 million to
purchase the bankrupt Hawaiian Telcom Inc.
The cost of phone via inter-island cable is far greater than offering each lessee two cell phones for free each with unlimited minutes.
Sandwich Isles filed an application with the FCC to tap a money fund to
finance lease payments for an inter-island phone cable owned by Paniolo Cable
Company. But the National Exchange Carrier Association commented on the
application: “Paniolo Cable Company (owner of the leased cable) is now owned
in its entirety by Blue Ivory, LLC. Blue Ivory, which is held by the children of
Albert S.N. Hee, brother of legislator Clayton Hee, President of Sandwich Isles,
in three private trusts ...In addition, NECA is concerned that the Paniolo cable
was constructed by Sandwich Isles’ sister company ClearCom...to serve its regulated customer base...at an extraordinarily high cost relative to the number of
subscribers, which appears inconsistent with the Commission’s longstanding
“Used and Useful” standard, especially given the availability of more reasonable
alternatives.”
Last week the Federal Communications Commission ruled that Sandwich
Isles can tap the fund for half of the lease costs.
I suppose it is relevant for your readers to know Al Hee is brother to Senator
Clayton Hee and that the CEO of Sandwich Isle is retired Admiral Robert
Kihune, a trustee for Kamehameha Schools-Bishop Estate.
Clearly, the beneficiaries of this sweetheart deal are well-connected political
insiders. Which helps make sense of the outrageous price tag, as well as the
assistance they have received from Senator Inouye's office in helping the proposal work through the federal system.
Where are the Watchdogs?

MPD POLICE COMMISSION
MEETING OCT 20
Why won’t
MPD police
enforce laws
against
these noisey
off road dirt
bikes blasting on our
highways?
And STOP
BOOM
Boxes!!

Call it in!
553-5355
The Moloka'i Advertiser-News

Location:
Police Department Phone: 244-6440
Email: jeanne.berrigan@mpd.net
Dear MPD Commission members: We on Molokai need to have an email
address to send photos and reports of dirt bikes on highway big noise, and those
BOOM BOX cars and trucks photos of them and license plates for ID and police
interdiction. MPD Molokai supervisers say they do not have time to watch for
noisey dirt bikes on highway, and boom boxe vehicles in east Molokai area
between Mapulehu through Waialua Beach, and they say they do not have an email
address for public use to send photos of violators, and they refuse to give out their
personal Dept email address so the public can send in their complaints and photos
and evidence for police follow up. Every day between 4 pm and 6 pm police could
observe and arrest at least 3 or four dirtbike riders on the highway, and 6-10 boombox drivers who are disturbing the peace and violating boombox laws, but MPD
Molokai refuses to come out and catch these violators because they say they have
too many other calls, yet they refuse assistance from Citizens offering reports and
photos and complaints.
Time to encourage public participation in law enforcement, especially for
these dirtbike and boom box problems MPD Molokai supervisors say doesn't have
time to stop themselves by being here late afternoon for two hours. Common
MPD Molokai, email access is practical and efficient assistance from local community for law enforcement to keep the peace in our neighborhoods. Open up
email address for Public comms to assist law enforcement.
George Peabody editor for The MAN on line

Molokai High CLOSE UP Meet

MHS Close Up 2011 meeting will be held at the MHS Library
Mon. 10/18 starting at 6 p.m. Refreshments will be provided.

Molokai High School Community Council
Our next meeting for the Molokai High School Community Council will be
Wednesday, October 13, 2010, at 3:15 p.m. in the Molokai High School library.
Public is welcome to attend. Please contact Diane Mokuau at 567-6950 .
Susan

George
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Molokai High Driver's Education The Driver Education Program
will be offered three times a year. Sometime during the Fall, Spring and
Summer. Announcements will be placed in the school bulletin as well as the
other papers when the class will be offered. Students must be at least 15.5 years
of age and hold a VALID permit. The Fall and Spring Classes will be limited to
12 students. Email malia_lee@notes.k12.hi.us
Grades and Assignments Online for Molokai High School Students!
Students and parents can access class assignments and grades at
www.engrade.com/molokaihigh. User id and password to students' accounts
were mailed home to parents with qtr. 1 midterm deficiencies. Grade and
assignment information will be updated on the following dates: September 27,
October 25, November 8, November 22, December 6, 2010 Technical assistance,
please contact Julia De George at 567-6950 ext. 229.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Anti-gun rights
Life saving head shot under "live" circumstances to stop a deadly threat.
Saving your life of protecting someone else from deadly threat means delivering head shots in the cranio-ocular cavity (between the moustache and the eyebrows) to be sure that the bullets gets through the soft part of the skull, and not
deflected by teeth or jaw, so it penetrates to the brain to immediately stop a threat.
But even with lots of practice at only 3-yards, often the hit is a little low in
the head, likely due to sight alignment being a bit low or more likely the shooter
being a bit heavy on the trigger. The shooter may have lined up the sights, and
as he was focusing on the front sight mentally said to himself, "looks good press
the trigger NOW!" which tends to dip the front sight and causes shots to hit low.
How to insure an effective head shot? Do these things: 1] line up the sights;
2] then bring this focus 100% back to the front sight; 3] finally press the trigger
until a surprise trigger break occurres for a deadcenter head shot to the craniococular cavity and the bad guy will drop, even with a .22.
If you are using a shotgun with 00 shot, you must dispel any notion that you
can just point and shoot a shotgun and anything in its path is taken out. You must
use the sights on a shotgun just like any other weapon or you can miss, even at
short distances.

United States Citizen-Nationals’ Right to
Keep and Bear Arms Supported in New
Video “No Guns for Jews” by Jews for
the Preservation of Firearms Ownership
America's Aggressive Civil Rights Organization

JPFO ALERT: video "NO GUNS FOR JEWS" IS NOW AVAILABLE!
This new film produced by JPFO is essential viewing, showing as it does just
how many Jews, many in power with anti-gun rights Obama, continue to be promoting "Gun Control". The comment from most gun owners hinges on the "do
some people never learn anything from history"?
If any historic proof was needed regarding Gun Control", you only have to
review the JPFO Genocide Chart, to see how disarmament equates to victims,
often on a large scale. Read about the film "Nazi Death Camps" - a chilling JPFO
movie. A recent event August 31st 2010 when four people were brutally shot to
death in their car (including a pregnant woman) further highlights the tragedy of
gun control - Read an article that further proves the validity and necessity for "No
Guns For Jews".

This is a 40 minute five part sequential viewing hosted on
YouTube. JPFO members have once again made a great contribution to freedom for all gun owners.
Enjoy the film - http://jpfo.org/filegen-n-z2/ngj-downloadview.php - and pay close attention to the strategy we have created for you to use to put our enemies on the defensive and in
doing so, abolish "gun control".

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Republic vs. "Homeland Security"
Our Constitution for the United States of America, which is the Law of the
Land created by We The People, guarantees each soverign state of the Union a
government in republican form.
What is that? A Republic, i.e., a republican form of goverment, by definition, has two principle elements: First, it is controlled by Law, therefore it does
NOT control the Law or We The People who created it.
Second, a republican form of government recognizes the private independent
sovereign nature of each person (man or woman) of competent age and capacity,
therefore a Republic must be representative in its nature.
A Republic recognizes Law is unchangeable, or at least that it can only be
changed by a higher source than government. In a Republic the concept of “collective sovereignty”, i.e. democracy, cannot exist, except with recognition that
the State or nation, as a body of sovereigns, can speak through one elected voice;
though that one voice can never lawfully interfere with the private rights of the
individual sovereigns.
“A Constitutional Republic” is a government created and controlled, at least,
A 105-kilowatt solar electricity generating system has been installed on the by the Law of a Constitution. The Constitution of the United States of America
was, in Law, foundationally based on the Bible, the Magna Carta, and The
roof of Molokai General Hospital.
Hilo-based ProVision Solar told the Honolulu Star-Advertiser the 315 photo- Declaration of Independence. Those documents recognize man’s sovereignty, the
voltaic panels will produce about 25 percent of the hospital's power needs. That's divine nature of man’s creation and man’s divine right to Life, Liberty, Property,
and the pursuit of happiness.
an estimated 170,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity in the system's first year of
The founding fathers of our Constitutional Republic lived on their own prioperation.
vate land as free natural sovereign independent people with no central governThe hospital has a power purchase agreement with Solar Power Partners.
ment controlling them—they had Liberty. After the French American War they
The California-based company will operate the PV system and sell power back to found themselves at odds with Great Britain in its attempt to usurp the power to
the hospital at a fixed rate over the life of the contract.
rule over them as if they were chattel property of Great Britain. As Great
The project's price tag and the terms of the agreement were not disclosed.
Britain’s unlawful rule became unbearable Thomas Jefferson wrote the
Declaration of Independence, which each of the 13 independent States signed, as
the foundational instrument that united the people in a Union of States to unanimously inform one and all of the necessity that they dedicate their lives to fight
Rescue crews recovered the body of a 42 year-old man off Molokai Sunday for Liberty in “The War of Independence” against Great Britain.
Make no mistake.
morning. Fire fighters discovered 43-year-old Ruben Villa's body around 6:45,
near the cliffs off Moomomi Beach. Villa was last seen on the north side of
Obama’s Department of Homeland Security was NOT
Anahaki Beach yesterday. Authorities say the man was picking opihi with a
designed to protect Americans from terrorists. It was designed
friend Saturday at Anahaki Beach on the north side of Molokai when a wave
to protect politicians from Americans.
swept them out to sea. One of them made it back to the beach.
Crews found the body of the missing man about a quarter mile off shore

Molokai General Hospital gets
solar electricity “PV” system

Body of missing opihi picker found

9/11/01 Memorials Mixed Up with Hate
Against Muslims? It was an Inside Job!

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COLORADO 40 acres $28,500!
Near mountains, Rio Grande River
and small town. Good road access,
fully surveyed. $350 down, $350
monthly. Call Owner 806-676-8690
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Does anybody on this list remember that 9/11 attacks were an INSIDE JOB
with Bush/Chenny et al NeoCONS, FBI, CIA, FAA, Air Force and Israelis
2-bdrm house, newly renovated, Jewish Mossad dressed as Arabs dancing on the van taking videos, and that Jew
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laun- Larry Silverstein collected some 3 billion dollars insurance money for the
destruction of his newly acquired World Trade Center buildings including builddry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
ing 7 which he commanded the building be “PULLED” as in controlled demoliNon-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland tion pre set bombs throughout the building and it fell several hours after the Twin
Towers fell down right on their own foundations just like controlled demolition,
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or
and no steel and concrete building ever fell down because of some little fires up
phone 1-808-553-5992.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
at the top, and that Witnesses including firefighters reported hearing lots of
AUCTION BANK-OWNED HOMES bombs going off inside the Twin Towers before they fell down, and the hole in
In this area. Now is the time! The
the Pentagon could not have been made by a huge commercial aircraft and no
market, interest rates, and opportuni- debries was left, and flight 93 cell phone comms was impossible and proven a
ties couldn’t be better. NEW PROP- fraud, and many politicians were warned not to fly on 9/11, and many Jewish
businesses did not open at Twin Towers on 9/11, and the stock market was
ERTIES ADDED DAILY! 2% to
loaded with bets that an airline catastrophe was about to happen, and the SEC
Buyer’s agents! Bid now online:
http://www.OnlineBidNow.com refuses to say to invested and who collected the millions of profits of those
“puts”.........and furthermore, no freaking terrorist muslims took credit for this
HUDSON & MARSHALL,
very successful terrorist attack of TREASON by TRAITORS from within ....??!!
1-866-539-4174
The Memorial should be statues of Bush/Chenny et al hold~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An armed man is a Citizen;
un-armed man is a subject.
===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless

ing knives being stabbed into the back of Uncle Sam!

George Peabody editor for Molokai Advertiser-News The MANonline at
http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com

Every
Wednesday

DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.
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